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SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY 

The Municipality of Grosse Ile uses social media, namely Facebook, as a means to diversify 

access to public information.   

 

Content 

By subscribing to our account (liking our Facebook page), you have access concerning the 

services and activities within the Municipality. 

 

Comments and moderation 

 

The words expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the position of the 

Municipality.  Moreover, to prevent spreading inappropriate messages, the Municipality reserves 

the right to censor the author of anything that is not related to the publications, is not signed or 

that violates this policy. 

 

To this effect, no comments encouraging users to disclose or adhere to any content or to 

encourage a massive spreading of inappropriate publications will be tolerated. For example, it 

could be invitations to sign a petition or to click «I like», to adhere to chain letters or any other 

inappropriate publication.  The Municipality reserves the right to erase these comments. 

 

Otherwise, the Municipality encourages their subscribers to engage in civilized and respectful 

conversations and to be polite when making comments about their publications.  Comments 

which are insulting, obscene or abusive as well as those which are discriminatory will not be 

tolerated nor will those which provoke hatred or violence.  The Municipality therefore reserves 

the right to erase these types of comments and to block access to their authors.   

 

Moreover, the subscribers must be aware that their comments publicized on the Municipality’s 

social media are archived and remain public and permanent. 
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Responses to questions and comments 

 

The Municipality animates their social media based on business hours and does not undertake to 

answer exhaustively to questions and comments.   

 

 

 

Reference to other websites 

 

The Municipality’s social media may sometimes propose links to other websites for information 

purposes only. The Municipality does not guarantee the accuracy of the information posted on 

these sites. 

 

 

Subscribers 

 

The Municipality of Grosse Ile reserves the right to block or delete subscribers who do not 

respect their terms of use.  The fact that an internet user subscribes to the Municipality’s social 

media does not mean that we grant him any security whatsoever. 

 

 

 

  

   

 


